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The past decade has witnessed an explo-
sion of research into organic-inorganic
hybrid perovskites (OIHPs) due to their
outstanding properties, including high
flexibility, high absorption/emission
efficiency, large defect tolerance and
long-distance carrier diffusion [1].
Recently, the ultrathin two-dimensional
(2D) OIHP (Fig. 1), combining the
attractive features of hybrid components
and 2Dmorphology, can be considered a
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Figure 1. Unique features of ultrathin OIHP materials, combining the advantages of 2D morphology
(e.g. heterostructures, interface coupling and external field effect) and hybrid perovskite compo-
nents (e.g. flexibility, long lifetime and multiple channels) with good potential in defect engineering,
bandgap tunability, quantum-well like devices etc.

rising star among novel flexible materials.
Accordingly, it has been developed
by a variety of synthesis approaches,
such as solution processed growth [2],
mechanical exfoliation [3] and chemical
vapor deposition [4]. Compared with
bulky counterparts, ultrathin OIHPs
possess specific advantages due to their
strong quantum confinement effect,
such as enhanced photoluminescence
quantum yield, lower thresholds for

amplified spontaneous emission, easily
tunable bandgaps, high exciton binding
energy, strong thickness dependence
and high integration and flexibility
for devices [5]. Ultrathin OIHPs also
provide an excellent platform for defect
regulation and surface functionalization,
asmost atoms are exposed to the external
environment [2,5]. In addition, thanks to
their ultra-smooth surface and strong in-
terface coupling, 2D heterostructures of
ultrathin OIHPs can be flexibly designed
without considering the lattice mismatch
or growth feasibility, thus revealing new
physics and functionalities [4,6].

Ultrathin OIHPs are unique mainly
due to the coexistence of organic and
inorganic atoms. They possess excellent
optoelectronic properties, high sensitiv-
ity and easy processing in contrast with
2D inorganicmaterials, such as transition
metal dichalcogenides [5]. Compared to
2D organic films, ultrathin OIHPs with
rich variety, tunable structures and heavy
atoms, show many interesting physical
properties, for instance, in the optoelec-
tronic, spintronic and ferroelectric fields
[1,5]. It is worth noting that the elec-
trical properties of ultrathin OIHPs are
particular, and are simultaneously af-
fected by ion migration and electron
transport in 2D channels [5,7]. In short,
ultrathin OIHPs containing an organic
component in the molecularly thin 2D
scale make themselves more promising
inflexible electronics andoptoelectronics
[5].
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagrams of current flexible devices based on OIHPs. Suggested research
directions for ultrathin OIHPs in the fields of (b) material design, (c) property exploration and
(d) device integration.

To date, tremendous progress in flexi-
ble devices basedonOIHPfilmshas been
achieved, such as light-emitting diodes
(LEDs), photodetectors, solar cells and
lasers (Fig. 2a), however, which is not the
case for ultrathin OIHPs. As we know,
OIHPs are promising light-emitting
materials for LED applications because
of their ultrahigh photoluminescence
quantum efficiency [1]. Utilizing trans-
parent and flexible electrodes/substrates,
flexible LEDs based on OIHP thin films
are achieved [8]. In addition, most LEDs
based on OIHPs operate in infrared or
long visible wavelength ranges [1]. In
future investigations, it may be possible
to realize mid-and-far infrared LEDs
by using ultrathin OIHPs according
to their excellent bandgap tunability
via thickness and doping engineering
[5]. Moreover, using single-crystalline
film as the active layer, a flexible
photodetector achieves record-high pho-
toelectric responsivity and broadband
photodetection [9]. Flexible perovskite
solar cells that are promising for wearable
and portable electronics, with high
power conversion efficiency and open
voltage and small efficiency degradation,
are suitable for mass production by
roll-to-roll fabrication techniques [8].

However, it is the poor charge transport
occurring in the interfaces of hetero-
structured devices that limits the further
performance improvement of solar cells.
The flexible engineering of band align-
ment and interfacial coupling for ultra-
thin OIHPs can create more possibilities
with regard to addressing these chal-
lenges. Besides, due to their high optical
gain and large absorption coefficient,
OIHPs are excellent materials for
low-threshold lasing devices [1]. More
interestingly, the high-quality factor
of the naturally formed microcavity in
regular-shaped OIHP nanosheets shows
preference to excellent laser sources
in flexible optical chips [4,10]. Also,
the field of ultrathin OIHP electrical
devices, which includes field effect
transistors (FETs) and random access
memories (RAMs), is fast-moving [7].
Ultrathin OIHPs, according to their
flexible structure andmulti-functionality,
can be easily and highly integrated on
various substrates (such as human skin),
with great potential in future flexible
electronic and optoelectronic fields.

Nevertheless, the development of ul-
trathin OIHPs is still at a very early
stage, and more fields are expected to
be plumbed in the future. In the field of

material design (Fig. 2b), for instance,
chiral ultrathin OIHPs can be obtained
by introducing the chiral organic ligands
into the layered hybrid perovskite frame-
works, which is promising in life science,
materials science, and spintronic and op-
toelectronic device applications. Upcon-
version luminescence properties, which
can be achieved by doping rare earth
elements, are highly expected in wide
applications such as lasers, displays, tis-
sue fluorescence imaging and photother-
apy. In addition, wafer-scale and arrayed
synthesis of ultrathin OIHPs is, without
question, of significant importance as a
prerequisite for large-scale device appli-
cation and integration. With reduced di-
mensionality, the instability of ultrathin
OIHPs to the environment, such as hu-
midity, oxygen, etc., is more significant.
Therefore, an increased effort is required
to address this issue, for instance, in the
directions of surface passivation and de-
vice encapsulation. On the other side,
their high sensitivity can be put to good
use indifferent types of sensors. For prop-
erty exploration (Fig. 2c), the working
mechanism of most current memory de-
vices is based on ion migration. There-
fore, more novel devices based on fer-
romagnetic and ferroelectric OIHPs are
expected to emerge, arising from their gi-
ant spin-orbit coupling and broken crys-
tal symmetry [1,5]. Last but not least,
based on the merits of ultimate thick-
ness, multi-functionality and easy assem-
bly of 2D materials, ultrathin OIHPs are
promising in devices of miniaturization
and high integration (Fig. 2d).

In short, ultrathin OIHPs, possessing
2Dmorphology and hybrid components,
have great potential for flexible electron-
ics and optoelectronics. Related research
is still in its infancy and future research at-
tention is highly desired. Owing to its ul-
trathin, flexible and easily integrated na-
ture, as well as its fascinating photonic
and optoelectronic properties, we believe
that ultrathin OIHP will surely be a sig-
nificant 2Dmemberwidely applied in the
near future.
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